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ABSTRACT
Trading the Iron in the first millennium turned the north and west northern part of Iran to a commercial hub in
which Scythians were the pioneers of the business. The art pieces of metalwork discovered in ancient Zawiyeh
hill located in Kurdistan, Iran were an important part of the new civilization which refreshed this art. The
metalwork art of ancient Zawiyeh hill as a fusion of Assyrian, Scythians, Urartian and Iyoni metalwork arts
tries to use different artistic styles with evolutionary aims which could be a preface to new art style for
metalwork art in Iran’s Achaemenids and Medes who were from Aryans regarded as nomadic tribes. The pieces
remained in the hill including half-moon shaped breastplate, golden belt and silver plate are all regarded as
fusion art pieces which have been collected in a certain place. In a word, the treasure of Zawiyeh is a collection
of all artistic cultures of the region.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This hill is located in Kurdestan province, near to the historical city of “Saghez”. The treasure of this hill
was found accidentally by a herder near the Zawiyeh. This treasure consists of the grave of Scythian powerful
king which has been buried according to the customs and traditions of Scythians. These customs including
scarifying the human beings and decollation of the horses have been described by Herodotus in 4th volume pages
71-72 [1].
The hill has been investigated by archeologists in 1947 and all the art works have been published by
André Godard under the title of Zawiyeh treasure. According to the studies of archeologists, Zawiyeh treasure
belongs to sixth and seventh century B.C concurrent with last years of Iron Age in Iran in which the use of this
metal was much more than before. Although Iron metal was known for Hittite people and Mitanni rulers in
fifteenth century B.C and in fourteenth century B.C but it was used rarely. By increasing Iron usage which was
not so important in business before time, the countries that were using this metal gained more attentions among
which North part of Iran could be mentioned. Also it worth to mention that by beginning of Iron Age, metals such
as copper and bronze did not loose their prosper.
The objects discovered in Zawiyeh hill are so rich and include ceramic vessels, ceramic rhytons,
enameled vessels, metals and golden ornaments. This study tries to investigate a part of metalwork art of this
region and the effect of this art from other civilizations. It worth to state that metal objects can be divided into five
categories: 1) weapons, 2) metal tools for production and routine uses, 3) metal objects used for horse galloon, 4)
metal ornaments and 5) metal vessels [2]. The presented article includes two items of these categories.
One of the most important discovered objects relates to the coffin of Scythian king which is made of
bronze in the shape of bathtub. The frame is smooth and the edges are broad and thick. The edge has been
clinched to the coffin by nail. On the breastplate there is an engraved tape which shows two ritualized handles and
on vertical tapes, an ibex has been graved on a flower with nineteen petals (Rozzet). The coffins alike have been
discovered in Ur city too. Also the discovered ceramic coffins from New Babylon period found in Assyria city,
ascribed to after- Assyrian period have the same properties as there are great similarities between the figures on
bronze coffin of Zawiyeh and the figures on Ivory bed of Sarhadvn [3].
So, it is clear that the coffin of Zawiyeh is either made by Assyrian and Babylonian workshops ordered
by Scythian king so the ancientry of the grave would reach to the ruling period of Scythians in the region, i.e. 625
B.C, or the coffin belongs to an Assyrian princess buried in the grave next to the Scythian king in which the
ancientry of the coffin belongs to 612 B.C which is the time of Assyrian Empire downfall.
Another important piece is half-moon shaped breastplate which was hung to the neck by chain. The
breastplate is made of two plates that a wire connects them and in the border, there is a frieze of pine fruit is
connected to an arc. Each plate is linked to a guaiacum and on them, there are some real or compound animals
(Figure 1). Researches showed that breastplate was not customary among Babylonian and Assyrian civilization
but it was very popular in Urartu civilization. They were using half-moon shaped and triangle breastplates and
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these breastplates main task were their magic value in addition to protecting the chest. They believed that these
breastplates play the role of protection against evil and evil eye. So, it could be suppose that this breastplate was
made by one of the powerful neighbors according to the order of Scythian king. The concept used in the
breastplate, i.e. a variation of non-eastern human beings with raised noses and human-like Zarabs which have
double sized long ears instead of raised animal-like ears. Also the animals are in attacking position to the
guaiacum. On the triangle plate two jinn are engraved which are pouring fire towards the scorpion-like tail of an
angry winged lion. The fire could be aimed towards guaiacum to fertilize it. According to these figures, it seems
that the metalwork artist was familiar with west Asian iconography, which could be a western foreigner artist
from Iyoni for instance, or this wok of art could be made by hands of a Median artist whose work was under effect
of Uraturian, Assyrian or Manayyan concepts [4].

Figure 1
Among the other metal
objects, there is a gilt silver
Figure 2
plate with edges folded inwards
and the figure engraved on it
includes six circles inside each
other (Figure 2). Inside the
circles, different subjects have
been graved and in the center a
flower with sixteen petals is
observed.
The engraved subjects
on the plates which are animals
next to each other, or laid down
or head of buzzards, or running
rabbits are all Scythians. But
some of them, such as ears of
the rabbits which are heartshaped belong to Asia Minor of
Urartu in some cases engraved
like hieroglyphs to link different
parts prepared separately [5].
The artistic style of the plate is
an important evidence of
Scythians; art existence in
seventh century B.C in the art
family of Iran and Urartu.
Among the other objects of this treasure showing the Scythian art is a golden plate as an ornament to
belt. There are holes in the edges of the plate to be stitched to leather belt. On the plate, there are figures of stag
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and ibex engraved on six alternate rows in semi-turnery method [6]. In this piece of art, the ibexes are sit cross
legged which is a trustful sign of Scythian artist is sixth century B.C. some other alike figure can be found on the
objects discovered from the most ancient Scythian graves in southern Russia.

Figure 3

In the treasure of Zawiyeh,
some golden chains have been
discovered that Scythian kings were
hanging them as necklaces. A necklace
gas been made from spherical golden
links shaped as a pomegranate and some
appendixes have been added.
In Urartu, it was customary to
make figures of flowers and leaves and
etc. on smooth plates by tiny golden
links. In this chain, the same work is
observable. This style of goldworking
were used for earrings and ring jewelries
(Figure 3) but colorful agates have been
used among the petals embellishing on a
tape and used as an ornament on
women’s hair.
Various types of ouches as
ornaments on the clothes that were
considered to belong to Achaemenian
period are observable in the Zawiyeh
treasure [7] (Figure 4).

Figure 4
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2.

CONCLUSION

In Zawiyeh Hill there are unique pieces of metalworking art which can be considered with a special
position among the discoveries. In this treasure, it has been observed for the first time that the ornaments and
golden adornments were stitched on the clothes, used as mascots. In this hill, it is clearly observable that a nation
has tried to enter a foreigner art into its culture and beliefs. Finally, comparing the metalworking of Zawiyeh Hill
with other contemporaneous hills in Iron Age, we will note that Zawiyeh Hill is richer and more civilized than the
other hills and here, metalworking art has been rooted in the beliefs of the artists and relying on the beliefs and
customs of different nations, they have tried to create innovations which was seen rarely beforehand. This is
nothing except “Fusion Art” which is observable in all discovered objects from this hill, especially among metal
works.
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